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March 2017
Attitudes towards Home-Delivery
and Takeaway Food - UK

Consumers and the Economic
Outlook: Quarterly Update - UK

“Price is a key consideration when ordering home
delivery. This translates to lower consumer spend, as
opposed to the average dine-in visit at a restaurant.
Changing British lifestyles boost takeaway/home
delivery services as consumers turn to delivery services
to provide quick meals as they find themselves having
no time ...

“Consumer sentiment has remained strong, reflecting
growing real wages, low unemployment and, as yet, the
absence of any major economic upheaval post-EU vote.
When it comes to the impact of the vote, people are
relatively positive about the big-picture issues such as
the UK’s economic growth, and most feel ...

Contract Catering - UK
“Austerity measures have meant continued strong
pressure on public sector bodies to cut spending. While
this has led to some outsourcing in the contract catering
sector, it has also led to intense price competition and
even reductions in some existing contracts. This is
particularly true in sectors that have felt ...

February 2017
Menu Flavours - UK
“The spectacle of freshly prepared food gives people
additional reasons to visit a restaurant, given the frugal
mindsets of today’s consumer. In terms of flavours,
diners want to see more ethnic flavours injected into
familiar dishes. When it comes to grab-and-go lunch
options, diners seek a wider range of hot ...

January 2017
Ethnic Restaurants and
Takeaways - UK
“It is becoming more important to provide additional
reasons to visit, as ethnic restaurants face mounting
pressures on recruitment, rising costs and weakening
consumer confidence. Casual dining concepts that focus
on communicating good food hygiene and offering
leisure experiences should support growth but stand to
impact on independent players.” ...
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